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JOINS AND INTERSECTIONS OF IDEALS OF

COMPACT OPERATORS

ALLEN SCHWEINSBERG

Abstract. It is shown that certain well-known ideals of compact operators

are the intersection of a decreasing, countable family of strictly larger ideals.

Also, it is shown that if 7J and T2 are compact operators, neither of which lies

in the principal ideal generated by the other, and if i is an arbitrary

countably generated ideal, then there exist ideals J, and $2 sucri mat

i C £, v f2 and T, <2 £,., i = 1, 2.

1. Introduction. Let %be a separable, infinite-dimensional, complex Hilbert

space, and let £(51) be the ring of bounded linear operators on X Each two-

sided ideal of £fX) contains % the ideal of finite rank operators, and is

contained in Q, the ideal of all compact operators.

In §2 of this paper we investigate the question of which ideals of compact

operators are the intersection of a decreasing countable family of strictly

larger ideals. Among the ideals which will be shown to have this property are

some familiar ones: all countably generated ideals, the p-Schatten ideals [5],

and more generally the ideals 6v(f) and §(/) introduced in [1], and any norm

ideal properly contained in 6 (thereby answering a question of Salinas [4, §7]).

A still open and possibly difficult problem of the same genre is whether 6 is

the join of two strictly smaller ideals. This question was posed in [1] and

received further attention in [4]. It is known that the dual is false: A cannot be

the intersection of two larger ideals. In fact, a slightly stronger statement can

be made. Implicit in the proof of Theorem 4.3 in [3] is the result that if Tj" and

T2 are operators of infinite rank then there is an operator S of infinite rank

with the property that S is contained in the intersection of any two ideals f,

and f2 such that $•• contains Tt, i = 1,2. The point to be stressed is that S is

independent of J, and f2. We will show in §3 that the dual result is false.

In the sequel we will not deal directly with ideals of operators, but rather

with ideal sets of sequences of real numbers. The work of Calkin [2] provides

a lattice isomorphism from the complete distributive lattice of ideals in £fX)

onto the complete distributive lattice of ideal sets. If C is the collection of all

nonnegative real sequences that tend to zero, then an ideal set J is any subset

of C which satisfies:
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(i) If {An} G J and tr is any permutation of the natural numbers, then

(W G J-
(ii) If {A„} G J and {/*„} G J, then (A„ V fij G /.

(iii) If {An} G / and 0 < jufl < A„ for every «, then {/*„} G J.

(iv) If {A„} G J and a > 0, then faA„} G J.

Corresponding to an ideal f of compact operators is the ideal set J of

sequences of eigenvalues (repeated according to multiplicity) of the positive

operators in %

Observe that C itself is the ideal set corresponding to the ideal of all

compact operators, and the set F of all finitely nonzero sequences in C

corresponds to the ideal of finite rank operators. As well-known examples of

nontrivial ideal sets we have fox p > 0 the sets C = {A G C: 2„ A£ < oo).

For/? > 1 these correspond to the />-Schatten norm ideals 6 . In [1] Brown,

Pearcy, and Salinas introduced much broader classes of ideal sets. They

termed "admissible" any nondecreasing function / defined on [0, oo) which

satisfies f(x) > 0 for x > 0 and /(0) = 0 = lim^Q+ZCx). Then the sets

S(f) = {X G C: 2„/(«A„) < oo, for some a > 0} and D(f) = (A G C:

2„/(aAn) < oo, for all a > 0} are ideal sets with corresponding ideals %(f)

and %f). Notice that D(f) = S(f) = Cp if f(x) = xp.

2. Intersections of ideals of compact operators. Most of the results cited in

the introduction follow from the following very general theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Let f, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., be an arbitrary countable family of

admissible functions and let J be any ideal set such that F C J C \A5(/). Then

J is the intersection of a countable decreasing family of strictly larger ideal sets.

Proof. In [1] it was shown that S(f) V S(g) = S(f A g), so if we let
gi =/i. A/2 A ••• AJ5, we see that VjS(f-) = V,S(gi) = UjS(gi) since

S(gj) increases with i. Now let A be any monotone sequence in / such that

A   ^ 0 for all n. First we will define sequences A- ', k = I, 2, 3, ..., such that

X(k)  A  x(m)  = A jf k  ^ W; and x(k)  ^   U.5(g.) for any k_ To this end choose

a sufficiently large index rx so that /jg^Aj) > 1. Choose r2 > rx, so that

r2g2(\r/2) > 2. Having chosen rn choose rn+x > rn so that

'„+.S„+l(V("+ 1))>(»+ 1)-

Then let

\nx) = A,        for 1 < n < r,,

A<,2) = A^ for rx + I < n < r2,

^° = \ forr2+l<«<r3,

A«2) = \ forr3+ 1 < « < ^4,

A^3^ Af4 forr4+ 1 < n < /j,

defining in turn finite subsequences of A(1), A(2), A(1), A(2), A(3), A(1), A(2), A(3),
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)v '.  For all other values of k and n we let \\l' = \n. Obviously

K(k) A x(m) = A if k # m AlsQ ̂ ^ g.(aXnk)) = oo, because for each k, i, and

a > 0 we can find an arbitrarily large integer p for which 2„ g,(«X„  )

> 2„ gpiW/p) > P- Thus, X(/c) E U,S(fc).
Now let Jk = J V P{X{k)) V F(A(*:+1)) V • • •, where F(p) denotes the

principal ideal set generated by a sequence p. So Jx A J2 D ■ ■ ■ D J. Finally

we show f\„Jn C J. Suppose p £ C\nJn. Then p £ Jx, implying that for some

indices kt such that 1 < kx < Jt2 < • • • < kn, n < oo, p E J V F(A(fcl))

V • • • V Pi\(k"]). But p £ 7^+1 also, so p E J V F(X(/,,)) V • • • V />(X(Am))

for some indices ht such that kn + 1 < />, < h2 < • • • < hm, m < oo. We

conclude that p e J, since the A's and k's are distinct, and Pip) (X Piv)

= P(p A i>) for monotone sequences p and j>.

Corollary 2.2. Each of the following ideals is the intersection of a countable,

decreasing family of strictly larger ideals:

(a) the ideals sHf) and S(/) where f is any admissible function,

(b) any countably generated ideal,

(c) each p-Schatten ideal fi, p > 1,

(d) IW,.

Theorem 2.3. Any norm ideal \ which is properly contained in Q is the

intersection of a countable, decreasing family of strictly larger ideals.

Proof. First we sketch needed facts about normed ideals (see [4, §2] for

details). If T is any positive finite rank operator whose monotone sequence of

eigenvalues is p = (p, ,p2,... ,pr,0,0,...) define <3>(/u) = ||F|L. The function

$ is the symmetric norming function generated by the norm on % It satisfies

$(p) < Q>(v) if pn < vn for all n. Its domain can be extended to include all

monotone sequences in C by setting <3>(A) = lim^^O^A) where r\ = (X,,

X2,... ,Xr,0,0,...). The set {X|$(X) < oo} generates an ideal set, and the

corresponding ideal <5TL<t> is the maximal norm ideal generated by $. Since % is

properly contained in G, 911$ will be also. If u is the sequence (1,1,1,...) then

lim,.^^ $(r«) = oo since the identity operator is not compact.

Now let X be a monotone sequence corresponding to an infinite rank

operator in f. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we construct sequences X( '.

Let X*1' = X, for 1 < n < /-, where rx is chosen so that X, <b(ru) > 1.

Let X),' = Xr for rx + 1 < n < r2 where r2 > r, is chosen so that Xr <J>(rw)

> 2.
Continue defining finite subsequences of X^1', x'2), X'1',^   ,A( ', ... as in

the proof of Theorem 2.1, and let Xn ' = Xn for all other values of k and n.

ThenA^ A AW = A if k ¥= mand®(X{k)) = oo for each k since <J>(X(1)) > 1,

<D(X(2)) > 2, $(X(1)) > 3, <D(X(2)) > 4, «D(X(3)) > 5, etc. Thus X{k) £ <31L$ and

the remainder of the proof is identical to that of Theorem 2.1.

3. Joins of ideals of compact operators. Here we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let Tx and T2 be compact operators, neither of which belongs to
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the principal ideal generated by the other. If Sk, k = 1, 2, 3, ..., is an arbitrary

countable collection of compact operators, then there exist ideals £, and £2 such

that Tj<£%i=\,2, but Sk G £, V %2for each k.

Proof. If ju G C and tj > 0, let \i(f\) be the number of indices n for which

/xn > tj. Then it is known that n G P(X) if and only if lim sup 0ju(n)/(aA)(r/)

= oo for each a > 0 [6, Theorem 2.2].

Let A and /x belong to C with A G Pip) and ft G /'(A). Let v be any

monotone sequence in C. We will exhibit sequences v and »»" such that

/i g 7>(A V *>'), A G /"(/j. V j>")> and v = v' \l v", showing that the theorem

is true in the special case of a single compact operator S.

Select an tj, for which A(tj, )//*(•«,) > 1 and an index kx so that vk  < tj, .

Then select an r/2 for which ju(tj2)/'((2X)(-q2) + kx) > 2 and an index &2 so

that &2 > kx and 2^  < tj2 .

Select an r/3 for which A(n3)/((3/i)(r/3) + &2) > 3 and an index k3 so that

/c3 > k2 and 3^ < tj3, and continue in this fashion selecting r/'s and &'s.

Finally let k0 = 0 and define p' and r" as follows:

for k2m + 1 < n < /:2m+1, let ^ = p„ and v"n = 0, and

for k2m+\ +  1   <  «  <  ^2m+2' let ^  = ° and v"n = V„,m = 0,1,2,-

Consequently A(tj,)/(u V v")(t]x) = A(t),)/w(t),) > 1 since v"(-r\x) = 0.

Also, ju(tj2)/(2A V 2j>')(t/2) > 2 since (2v')(r\2) < kx. And

A(r,3)/(3M V 3p")(r>3) > 3

since (3j>")(t}3) < /:2, etc. Thus,

lim sup A(r/)/(aii V av")(t\) = lim sup /i(ij)/(aA V av')(t\) = oo
7)-»0 7)^0

for each a > 0, implying that A G /'(/j. V v") and ju G P(X V v'). Obviously

v = v' V v", so the proof is complete for this special case. If, in general, we

have countably many monotone sequences v/k\, k = 1,2,3,..., we can

continue the above process inductively and obtain for each k the principal

ideal sets

p'k = P(* v "(i) v • • • V "(*))

and

P"k = Pi* V If,) V  • • • V v'(k))

with v(k) = vfo V v'(k), p. G P'k, and X & P"k. Let /" = U^/5^ and P"

= UkP'k. Then y(Jfc) G P' V />" for each Jfc, while /t G P' and A G /"',

completing the proof.

Added in proof. The author has recently learned that Andreas Blass and

Gary Weiss have shown, assuming the Continuum Hypothesis, that & is the

join of two proper ideals. If the compact operators are well-ordered so that
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each has at most countably many predecessors, then that result can also be

obtained by using Theorem 3.1.
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